Tuesday 1st June 2021
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Get up, get dressed and have a good breakfast to get you going for the day
SOFT START - TUESDAY MORNING CHALLENGE
Summary of today for Literacy, Numeracy, HWB, Homework
Talking point – Would you rather ride to school on a bull or a tiger?
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HWB
1. SIMON SAYS …
2. Variety of tig games (Take bands out for chasers)
3. KINGBALL (Need bag of large balls from gym cupboard)
L.I. - I can improve my range of skills, demonstrating tactics and achieving identified goals, while
working and learning with others. HWB 2-23a
SNACK TIME
Enjoy a healthy snack with someone at home.
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NUMERACY AND MATHEMATICS
Starter – Be top in the Sum Dog DIAMONDS.CIRCLES OR SQUARES
Follow the link for the teaching aspect:
https://sway.office.com/wSJQXtX6kAn6AfN3?ref=Link&loc=play
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L.I. I can calculate using rules: areas of shapes
H7 Number Workbook p24
H7 Reinforcement 24
LITERACY - Hot Money (1 between 2 books)
L.I. - I can select and use a range of strategies as I read to make the meaning of the text clear. LIT
2-13a
LUNCH TIME
Time for a well-earned rest and play followed by some lunch in the classroom. Enjoy!
LISTENING AND TALKING
Continue to access the Newsround website in order to keep updated with all that is happening around
the World.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround
ONLINE LITERACY- MRS WEBB
UPLEVELLING SENTENCES - 4 GROUPS
LITERACY
Spend 20 minutes on NESSY developing your reading and spelling skills just as you would at school, if
you have a login.
SPELLING
Take part in the Sum Dog prefix /suffix challenge - JUNE SPELLING BEE
TIGERS / LIONS
Select 2 tasks from the KS2-Spelling-Menu
GRAMMAR -L.I. I can stretch and expand sentences-1
Copy sentences neatly into Literacy jotter and expand.
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PLENARY – GROOVY GRAMMAR CHALLENGE
IDL - TRANSITION WORK

